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PROJECT(FACT(SHEET(
 
Film Title  BOUREK 
 
Production Company AMP Filmworks, Surla Films  
 
Writer/Director  Vladan Nikolic 
 
Producers  Marios Piperides, Vladimir Subotic, Vladan Nikolic, co-prod. Eric Werthman 
 
Short(Synopsis! Using satire, allegory and farce, as well as some deliberate old- fashioned 

naivéte, BOUREK tells the story of simple things that bring us together in a time 
of global instabilities. Set!against!current!issues!–!economic!crises,!political!
upheavals,!and!general!bad!news,!an!extravagant!international!cast!of!

characters!meet!on!the!sleepy!Greek!island!of!KHRONOS,!lost!in!the!

Mediterranean,!inEbetween!Europe,!North!Africa!and!Asia:!!A!paranoid!US!

billionaire,!a!British!DJ!hiding!from!his!life,!a!Greek!woman,!holding!on!to!the!

crumbling!remains!of!her!family!house!against!the!pressure!of!banks!and!

creditors,!a!Libyan!refugee,!a!Turkish!HashishEdealer,!lowEfi!Serbian!

tourists,!and!more….!Hiding!from!the!end!of!the!world,!or!hoping!to!find!a!

better!future,!they!all!discover!something!or!someone!unforeseen!that!gives!

new!meaning!to!their!lives,!helped!in!no!small!part!by!the!food!they!share,!

especially!the!Mediterranean!pastry!Bourek.!!

Genre and Format        Comedy/ 90 min/ DCP 
Countries of production           Cyprus, Greece, USA, Serbia  
Language        English, Greek, Serbian 
 
Contact:  Surla Films, Email: info@surlafilms.com,   Phone: +1-646-528-3144  http://surlafilms.com/ 

AMP Filmworks   Email: info@filmworks.com.cy    Web: www.filmworks.com.cy, Phone: +357 22875187 

http://surlafilms.com/
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SYNOPSIS  

‘’Bourek is a family of baked or fried filled pastries made of thin flaky dough known as yufka (or phyllo). 
Today, Bourek is very popular in the cuisines of the former Ottoman Empire, especially throughout the 
Balkans, in North Africa and the Middle East: Greece, Turkey, Albania, former Yugoslavia, Tunis, Algeria, 
Israel...’’ 
!

W.C. Rupperts, a paranoid billionaire, gets 
convinced by a Televangelist preacher, who 
thinks he has decoded the Bible’s doomsday 
code, that the world will end soon. The only 
place to survive the cataclysm is a spot on 
specific coordinates, which land on the sleepy 
island of Khronos, Greece. 

The next day, W.C. is on his way to Greece, together with his 30-year younger “fiancée” Lilly, who is 
constantly scheming to find new ways get her hands on W.C.’s money. W.C. carries a big suitcase, secretly 
stashed with wads of ten-thousand dollar bills.  He wants to save his money from the cataclysm, although he 
didn’t think through what he would do with it afterwards. 

Simultaneously, the burnt-out disheveled British D.J. T.J. Crush, collapses at the door of Bourek Taverna in 
Khronos, claiming to suffer complete amnesia. Bourek Taverna is run by Greek brother and sister Vasilis 
and Eleni. It is a sleepy tavern, as well as bed-and-breakfast, bakery and convenience store, where the time 
seemingly stands still. Few guests come, except for the local old men, who play Tavli in front of the tavern. 
Eleni is trying to continue the family tradition, but is drowning in debt, while Yorgo, a Greek hustler and 
developer, working for a German company, wants to buy the tavern from Eleni and her brother. He wants to 
build a mega-hotel complex in its place. 

  

As if TJ Crash were a messenger of change, 
suddenly a couple of “organic-only” visitors 
appear – Japanese conceptual artist Fujiko and 
her partner - seeking unspoiled food and nature, 
as well as W.C. and Lilly. As if that were not 
enough, a couple of inept lady-killers from Serbia 
show up, sleeping in their car, stacked with cans 
of sardines and spam, living on 1 Euro a day, as 
well as an illegal Turkish Hashish-dealer, waiting 
for a fake passport to escape to Sweden, and a 
Lybian refugee, who washes up on the shore.

This international cast of characters reenacts the absurdities and comedies of who they are and where they 
come from – initially playing sterotypes and cliches but slowly transcending their differences, and each one 
of them discovers something or someone that gives new meaning to their lives, fueled in no small part by 
the food they share, especially the pastry Bourek.  
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Director’s Note of Intent 

The naive utopia of BOUREK is of course an impossible reality, but hopes to transport viewers to a 
different place for 90 minutes. Intended to be seen as a «feel-good» small movie, without big pretentions, 
BOUREK uses some deliberate naivéte and plays with clichés, as well as farce and allegory, to tell the story 
of how simple things and traditions are universal, and can serve to bring us back together. In the film, this is 
personified through the international cast of characters – often eccentric, but never boring – who search for 
an escape or some deeper truths in their lives, and through the struggle of the Greek lead Eleni, who wants 
to preserve timeless traditions against cheap profiteering, personified in the wheeling-and-dealing Yorgo.  
But everything changes with the unexpected appearance of the amnesiac DJ, TJ Krash, who becomes the 
catalyst for transformation and change. 

The fictional Greek island of “Khronos,” where these stories unfold, provides the unique ancient beauty and 
tranquility that will eventually enable each of the characters to change and transcend their limitations, while 
Bourek – a food that is shared in many quite different countries along the Mediterranean - becomes a simple 
metaphor for the deeply human traits we all share.  

Aesthetically, the film follows the characters and situations, accentuating the relationship of characters to 
the unique environment, and giving actors space to develop the characters and inhabit them fully.  In that 
sense, the camera follows the actors, rather than actors having to conform to the camera, relying on open 
and fluid shots.  The goal is to create a dynamic story, where the timing and actors’ interactions will carry 
the humor and bring the story forward.   

While most of the film unfolds in Greece, this is  juxtaposed with the opening segment, which is shot in 
New York, accentuating the urban, stressful world of a mega-city. 
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Vladan Nikolic – Director                                                                  http://surlafilms.com/about/   

Vladan Nikolic is an award-winning filmmaker from Belgrade, Yugoslavia, who lives and works in New 
York City. He has produced and directed numerous fiction and documentary features. His feature LOVE 
(2005) premiered at the Tribeca and Venice film festivals to critical acclaim. It went on to win awards at 
film festivals in Geneva, Switzerland, Barcelona, Spain, and the Best Director Award at the Tiburon 
International Film Festival. 

His most recent work includes producing the feature HERE AND THERE, which won the 2009 Best NY 
Narrative Award at Tribeca Film Festival, as well as a dozen other awards, and writing, directing and 
producing the feature film ZENITH (2010), which is accompanied by an elaborate transmedia campaign. 
Due to its novel distribution strategy and transmedia approach, ZENITH has become an online cult 
phenomenon, with millions of downloads worldwide. His latest feature, ALLURE (2014) is currently being 
released in the US and internationally by Gravitas Ventures. Vladan is also an Associate Professor, teaching 
directing, film production and transmedia at The New School, and at NYU in New York. 
 

 

Marios Piperides – Producer  

Marios Piperides holds an MFA in Film Production, BSc in Broadcast Management and BA in Film 
Studies. He has worked as a Production Manager, handling projects from all over the world including USA, 
UK, Germany, Poland, Egypt, India, Japan, Greece, Romania and Russia.  
 
For two years he was working at the Cinema Sector of the Ministry of Education and Culture of Cyprus 
responsible for the National Film Fund.  In 2005 he founded AMP Filmworks, turning his focus to film and 
documentary production for theatrical release. Currently, he is producing 5 Feature Length Films, 2 
Documentaries, and is the Executive Producer of other Feature and Short Films. 
 

Vladimir Subotic – DP     

Vladimir Subotic is an internationally acclaimed and award winning Cinematographer. His work has been 
recognized with many awards and exhibited in film festivals all around the world. 

For his work with Spanish Director Andeas Sanz and the incredible Black&White cinematography, he won 
Best cinematography awards in Spain Festival Cine de Elche and Los Angeles International Film Festival. 

To addition to his TV, Commercial, Documentary work and Narrative Feature Films, titles such as: 
Anonymous, 2nd Unit Cinematography, Directed by Roland Emmerich, Hansel & Gretel, Love, directed by 
Vladan Nikolic witch screened as official selection of Tribeca Film Festival, Venice International.  His 
work was featured in American Cinematographer Magazine, New York Times, who hailed his photography 
in Love as exquisite, and many other industry publications. Most recently, he was the DoP on Hal Hartley’s 
latest feature, Ned Rifle. 

 

http://surlafilms.com/about/
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CAST 

Principal Cast: 

 
Willam Leroy    (‘’Rupperts’’) 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1161787/ 

William Leroy is an actor and producer, known for the Travel channel’s #1 show Baggage Battles (2012-), 
the films Captured (2008) and Dirty Old Town (2010). 

                                               

Katerina Misichroni  (‘’Eleni’’)    
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3156130/!
   
Katerina’s acting career started with the TV series Olympic Trophy for Greek national Television and 
shortly after various feature films followed. Today, she is to be seen in the popular TV Series The Island. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1161787/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3156130/
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Katerina is being considered one of the most talented and promising stars of Greek Cinema today. 

 

Robert Rees    (‘’TJ Crash’’) 
http://www.bcltd.org/actors/robert-rees/ 
 
Robert Rees is a Welsh born actor, who at his young age has already achieved a distinguished career in 
British theater. He received the Broadway World UK Award for Best Featured Actor in a Play for Ladies in 
Lavender; his other stage credits include: Macbeth, Robin Hood, The Governess (UK Tours); Hobson's 
Choice (Broadway Theatre); The Full Monty (Charing Cross Theatre), and many others. This is Robert’s 
first film performance. 
 

  

Marios Iannou    (‘’Adem’’) 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1476599/ 
 
Internationally acclaimed Cypriot actor and live-performance artist, known for the films Fish n' Chips, O 
anelkysti and Kalabush, for which he received the Best Actor Award at the Thessaloniki Film Festival. 
!

!

!

Sergej Trifunovic    (‘’Mirko’’) 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0872729/!

!

Sergej Trifunovic is a popular Serbian actor. He has been in numerous feature films, including the recent A 
Serbian Film,  Karaula, and Next, with Nicholas Cage. 
 

http://www.bcltd.org/actors/robert-rees/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1476599/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0872729/
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Branislav Trifunovic     (‘’Slavko’’)                 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1336758/                
 
Bane Trifunovic is a popular Serbian actor and film producer, known for Seven and a Half, Withering, and 
Here and There. He is the younger brother of actor Sergej Trifunović. 

                               !
Yorgos Nanouris    (‘’Vasilis’’)                 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1455330/!

Yorgos Nanouros is a popular Greek actor, known for Crying...Silicon Tears (2001), True Blue (2005) , and 
the TV series Ta mystika tis Edem. 

!

Paul Sevigny (‘’The Preacher’’) 
World-famous DJ, brother of actress Chloe Sevigny, Paul appears in a hilarious cameo as a millenial 
preacher, who has calculated the exact date and time of the Apocalypse. 

!

Christina(Aloupi((((‘’Lilly’’)(
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2639713/ 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1336758/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0280955/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1455330/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2639713/
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Al(Nazemian(((‘’Tarek’’).
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0623413/ 

 

Mari(Yamamoto((((‘’Fujiko’’).
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm4590767/ 

 

Jason Grechanik (‘’Frank’’) 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2020507/!
!

TRAILER:!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3O1UNEU8Z0!

!

WEBSITE:!

http://surlafilms.wix.com/bourek!

!

FACEBOOK:!

https://www.facebook.com/bourekfilm/!

!

!

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0623413/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm4590767/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2020507/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3O1UN-U8Z0
http://surlafilms.wix.com/bourek
https://www.facebook.com/bourekfilm/
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BOUREK – CREDITS: 
 

Production companies: 
AMP FILMWORKS 

SURLA FILMS 
 

In Association with: 
 

OAKS 
PROJECT HOUSE 

CINEAPOLIS 
NOOR PRODUCTION 

!

Produced by: 
 

Marios Piperides 
Vladimir Subotic 

Katerina Misichroni 
Vladan Nikolic 

 
Co-Produced by: 

 
Eric Werthman 
Christina Aloupi 

Marios Petrondas 
 

Written, Directed & Edited by 
Vladan Nikolic 

 
Music by: 

Original Music by Theodore 
Original Songs & Additional Music by  Sky Wikluh 

«I live in New York City» by SXIP 
!

!

LINE PRODUCER 
KATERINA 

BARMPATSALOU 
PRODUCTION MANAGER SIMON FARMAKAS 

1st ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IPHIGENIA KOTSONI 

2nd ASSISTANT DIRECTOR LAURA ROBARDS 

SCRIPT SUPERVISOR RAPHAEL WUESTNER 
 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY VLADIMIR SUBOTIC 
 
B-Camera CAMERA OPERATOR / ADDITIONAL 
CINEMATOGRAPHY  BEBE DIERKEN 

1st AC STEFAN BETZ 

1st AC B-Camera OLIVER MORON 
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2nd AC - DIT SAMIRA OBERBERG 

GAFFER PETER KRAMER 

BEST BOY ELECTRIC FELIX BUNSCHE 

ELECTRICIAN  EMIL SCHWARZ 

ART DIRECTOR LISA TSOULOUPAS 

ASSISTANT ART DIRECTOR KONSTANTINA ANDREOU 

COSTRUCTOR SUPERVISOR YIANNIS DALMARAS 

CONSTRUCTOR THANASSIS KOLLAS 

COSTUME DESIGNER TRIADA PAPADAKI 

MAKE UP KIRIAKI MELIDOU 

HAIR  AGGELIKI BALODIMOU 

SOUND MIXER NIKOS KONSTANTINOU 

BOOM OPERATOR IASONAS THEOPHANOU 

CASTING GREECE      LIDIA GEORGANA 

ASSISTANT PROD MANAGER SPIROS MISICHRONIS 

PROD ASSISTANT 

 
 

AGGELOS AGGELOPOULOS 

PROD ASSISTANT DIMOS MICHALOPOULOS 

CATERING KONSTANTINA MISICHRONI 

  
!

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER – NEW YORK   VETIA SEARCY 
 
GAFFER – NY          NICOLA GUARNERI 
 
SOUND MIXER – NY      JOE CANTOR 
 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS – NY    RACHEL WERBEL 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ARTUR DZIEWECZYNSKI 

KEN ANDERSON 

SERAN KIM  

 
 
POST- PRODUCTION: 
 
SOUND DESIGN     ANDREW POMEROY 
 
COLOR CORRECTION     PANICOS PETRIDES 
 
EDITING ASSISTANT     JULIE DEFFET 
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SOUND MIX               STEPHEN DAVIES, HOBO AUDIO 
 

 
 
 
 

CAST LIST: 
 

WC RUPPERTS BILLY LEROY 

ELENI KATERINA MISICHRONI 

MIRKO SERGEJ TRIFUNOVIC 

SLAVKO BRANISLAV TRIFUNOVIC 

LILLY CHRISTINA ALOUPI 

TAREK AL NEZEMIAN 

ADEM MARIOS IOANNOU 

TJ KRASH ROBERT REES 

FUJIKO MARI YAMAMOTO 

FRANK JASON GRECHANIK 

VASSILIS GIORGOS NANOURIS 

GIORGOS KONSTANTINOS PINOTSIS 

TJ MANAGER NORA ARMANI 

TJ WIFE MARGARITA AMARANTIDI 

MARCOS POLICEMAN GRIGORIS POIMENIDIS 

GERMAN GIRL 1 ZAHARENIA FRAGKIADAKI 

GERMAN GIRL 2 KATERINA GEORGIADOU 

DOCTOR THANASSIS SARANTOS 

NEWS ANNOUNCER 1                  ELEANOR BODDIE 

NEWS ANNOUNCER 2             RICHARD S.C.GARLAND 
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PRESS CLIPPINGS 
 
«Politka» (Main Serbian Daily Newspaper) 

(

http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/354446/AmerickiEreceptEzaEbekstvoEodE

stvarnosti(

An(American(Recipe(to(Escape(Reality(
The!movie!"Burek",!screenplay,!direction!and!editing!Vladan!Nikolic,!roles:!Sergej!and!Branislav!

Trifunovic,!William!Leroy,!Katerina!Misichroni,!Kristina!Aloupi,!Al!Nazemian,!Jason!Grechanik,!George!

Nanuris!...!Duration:!90!minutes!Production:!Cyprus!/!Greece!/!USA,!2015.!

What!can!bring!together!an!American,!Greek,!Japanese,!British,!Libyan,!Cypriot!Turk!and!Serbs,!but!

that!may!not!have!been!a!war?!"Burek"!does.!A!small!and!nice!escapist!movie!by!screenwriter,!

director!and!editor!Vladan!Nikolic,!the!independent!USEbased!filmmaker.!

!

This!romantic!and!positivist!sitcom,!spiced!with!a!blend!of!farce!and!comedy,!which!occasionally!

stops!halfway,!is!the!kind!of!film!creation!that!relaxes!cinema!viewers.!From!"Burek"!the!brain!doesn’t!

ache;!this!is!a!soEcalled!feelEgood!movie,!lightning!up!the!local!movie!listings.!

!

In!the!manner!of!American!independent!cinema,!popularly!known!as!"indie!film",!with!a!clear!E!to!my!

taste!maybe!even!oversimplified!E!dramaturgy,!constructed!according!to!the!principle!of!beginningE

middleEend,!Vladan!Nikolic!puts!the!action!of!"Burek"!in!the!blue!of!the!Mediterranean.!On!the!sandy!

beach!of!the!leastEvisited!Greek!island!of!Khronos,!which,!in!the!midst!of!severe!economic!crisis,!even!

God!turned!his!back!on.!

!

In!this!small!place,!unpolluted!by!tourism,!Nikolic!brings!together!the!seemingly!unmatchable.!A!

wealthy!New!Yorker,!WC!Ruperts!(William!Leroy),!who!has!lost!his!American!dream!and!without!it!he!

has!also!disappeared!in!an!instant,!his!racy!"nurse"!Lilly!(Christina!Aloupi),!two!typical!Serbian!fools!

MiroljubEMirko!(Sergej!Trifunovic)!and!SlavoljubESlavko!(Branislav!Trifunovic!),!who,!instead!of!going!

to!Rhodos!stumble!onto!Kronos,!the!Japanese!German!conceptual!artist!Fujiko!(Mari!Yamamoto)!with!

her!partner,!a!British!DJ!with!amnesia!(Jason!Grechanik),!the!Libyan!migrant!Tarek,!an!admirer!of!

Yeats!poetry,!who!washes!up!on!the!coast!(Al!Nazemian),!and!the!Cyprus!Turk!Adem!(George!

Nanuris)!who!replaced!baking!with!an!"exportEimport"!business!(hashish),!the!bankrupt!local!woman!

Eleni!(Katerina!Misihroni),!who!enthusiastically!opens!the!doors!of!her!makeshift!home!and!her!

tavern!with!fragrant!organic!food!to!all!of!them...!

!

Nikolic!builds!and!expands!this!spontaneously!and!accidentally!created!paradise!on!earth!from!

moment!to!moment,!with!all!the!story’s!congenital!twists!and!turns.!An!oasis!of!peace,!friendship!and!

love!among!people.!A!utopian!town!that!would!be!naive!to!think!can!really!exist,!but!is!pleasant!to!

watch!on!the!big!screen.!To!a!good!extent!that!is!also!thanks!to!the!director!of!photography!Vladimir!

Subotic!and!his!play!with!the!blue!sea,!sky!and!sun.!

!

This!is!not!a!movie!of!some!great!depth!and!overly!detailed!work!on!characters!and!their!motivations.!

It!is!also!not!a!movie!made!with!fascinating!direction,!but!with!precise!craftsmanship.!"Burek"!is!

primarily!a!film!in!which!Nikolic!offsets!that!what!was!left!out!on!paper!(in!the!script)!with!the!actors’!

contributions.!Here,!first!of!all,!I!think!of!the!Cypriot!actor!George!Nanouris!(in!the!role!of!the!Turk),!

Al!Nazemian!(as!the!Libyan),!to!Katherine!Misihroni!(Eleni)!and!the!brothers!Trifunovic,!who!played!

together!for!the!first!time!on!film.!I!hope,!not!the!last,!because!they!are!a!great!comedy!duo.!

!

Just!don’t!make!me!have!to!choose!who!is!the!better!actor!E!Sergej!or!Branislav,!because!I'm!going!to!

get!out!of!that!by!saying!that!from!the!acting!family!Trifunovic!I!like!the!best!their!fatherEactor!

Tomislav.!Too!bad!he!is!not!in!this!CypriotEGreekEAmerican!film!as!well.!It!would!be!a!good!gag.!

http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/354446/Americki-recept-za-bekstvo-od-stvarnosti
http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/354446/Americki-recept-za-bekstvo-od-stvarnosti
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By!the!way,!Sergej!as!Mirko!is!the!Sergej!we!know!and!love.!And!Branislav?!It!is!a!great!pleasure!to!

watch!him!in!“Burek”!finally!in!a!comedic!role!!As!Slavko,!he!has!demonstrated!his!abilities!for!

comedy!with!minimalist!but!extremely!convincing!acting!skills.!

!

Nikolic’s!"Burek"!arrived!at!the!movie!theaters,!so!if!you!are!up!for!a!ninetyEminute!break!from!

reality,!to!Nikolić’s!utopianEmythical!Kronos,!sun,!sea!and!an!oasis!of!peace,!please!go!ahead.!

 
IndieNYC.com(

http://indienyc.com/reviewEbourek/!

Review:'Bourek'

A multicultural gathering on a fictional Greek isle sets the stage for ‘Bourek,’ the 
new ensemble comedy from Vladan Nikolic (Zenith, Allure). 

Awash with eclectic characters, delicious food, and scenery to spare ‘Bourek’ and the 
island of Khronos, somewhere between Asia, North Africa, and Europe, find highlight in 
their beauty, natural, edible, and cinematic. Presented in the language combination of 
English, Greek, and Serbian, ‘Bourek’ the film, much like the old Ottoman pastry from 
which it draws its name, layered approach to a satire constantly shifting focus across the 
spectrum of the world’s bad news. 

The film’s premise is simple enough, A US billionaire is convinced that Khronos will be 
the only safe haven from an impending apocalypse prophesied by a shady, white suite 
wearing televangelist. Meanwhile. already on the island, a young Greek woman struggles 
to keep her debt-ridden restaurant from shady German developers out to make a quick 
profit, all while caring for an amnesiac Brit (!). Also around the island are the slew of 
colorful characters that allow much of the film’s social awareness: a Libyan refugee who 
has literally fallen off a boat and washed ashore; a Turkish hash dealer, a womanizing 
Serbian duo, a Japanese avant-garde artist, and so on. 

The tranquility of Khronos and the film’s sun-drenched palettes of rich blues, greens, and 
whites of the sea and architecture by which it is presented bring a nostalgic feel, where 
‘Bourek’ uses its old-fashioned allegory to ease the anxieties of modern times. The 
island’s juxtaposition of place with the film’s New York set opening could not be more 
striking: the urban mega-city vs. antiquity; capitalism vs democracy while the simplicity 
of the island and the food bringing all together remind us of the little things that once 
bound human kind. 

(

(

(

Lucid(Culture(

http://indienyc.com/review-bourek/
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https://lucidculture.wordpress.com/tag/bourekEreview/!

!

Vladan Nikolic’s Hilariously Bittersweet, Relevant Comedy Bourek Hits Theatres This Friday 

“Sometimes it’s good to forget the past so you can live in the present,” says the doctor 
examining the amnesiac (Robert Rees) who’s just wandered in from the beach to find 
refuge at the Greek island vacation hideaway belonging to strong-willed, stubborn 
proprietress Eleni (Katerina Misichroni). In debt up to their ears, she and her brother are 
at their wits’ end trying to stay afloat amidst crushing EU-imposed austerity, against the 
sobering backdrop of an ongoing refugee crisis. It’s the most subtly revealing moment, 
among many, in Vladan Nikolic‘s acerbic new comedy, Bourek. 

It’s an unselfconsciously poignant, uproariously funny, profoundly relevant and 
bittersweet tale set in a charmingly bucolic Mediterranean milieu. Baggage Battles’ Billy 
Leroy stars, bringing some real depth to what could have been a stock Ugly American 
role in a way that evokes late 50s Brando without being imitative. On the advice of his 
televangelist friend (a deviously deadpan cameo by Paul Sevigny), Leroy’s W.C. (full 
name: William Cody Rupperts) has brought his petulant, restless girlfriend (Christina 
Aloupi) and a pile of cash to Khronos to witness the apocalypse. 

Not to spoil anything, but be aware that nothing is as it seems in this film, one of its 
strongest assets. The other is the nonstop humor, some of it very broad, some of it far less 
so. Branislav and Sergej Trifunovic play a couple of hilariously boozy Balkan brothers 
sleeping in their rented Deux Chevaux, hell-bent on stretching their 27 remaining euros as 
far as they can and getting laid in the process. A stoner ex-baker (Marios Iouannou) lands 
on the beach, hash joint in hand – “It’s Turkish tobacco,” he relates in one of the film’s 
funniest moments – and joins the party A pretentious Berlin performance art duo (Jason 
Grechanik and Mari Yamamoto) linger on the fringes and spar with W.C. and his pouty 
lady. Meanwhile, Eleni has to contend with her failing business and her brother who 
desperately wants to sell to a smarmy speculator with ulterior motives. 

Inspired by her new boarder and his childlike enthusiasm, Eleni decided to do an 
oldschool direct mail push to her fellow islanders. Suddenly her business starts to take off, 
an unlikely stone-soup cast of beach characters pitching in. But an unexpectedly 
catastrophic moment threatens to derail the venture. The ending comes as a surprise, 
considering how much foreshadowing leads up to it. A lot is left unresolved – will there 
be a Bourek 2, maybe? – and a lot of questions are left unanswered, but that’s part of the 
film’s appeal. One of its more vividly sobering messages is that sometimes less is more; 
sometimes making the best of that is the only option, but not necessarily a painful one if 
you follow your muse: hope against hope in an era of displacement and destitution. 

And the musical score is gorgeous, a mix of brooding Greek, Serbian and Romany-
flavored themes played by Theodore – Thomas Konstantinou on oud, bouzouki, guitars 
and lutes, Konstantinos Meretakis on multi-percussion and Elias Sdoukos on viola – plus 
songs by the trio of Sky Wikluh on keys, bass and guitar, Petar Trumbetas on guitar and 
bouzouki and Iva Pletikosic on vocals. 

https://lucidculture.wordpress.com/tag/bourek-review/
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Take!the!Greek!tiny!island!of!Khronos,!add!a!cast!of!various!characters!all!trying!to!survive!the!Greek!

financial!crisis,!toss!them!together!and!you!get!a!very!humanistic!comedy!with!a!heart.!Yes!there!are!

immigrants!who!pop!up!from!the!sea.!And!yes!there!are!some!questionable!Yugoslavian!Belushi!

characters.!There!is!also!one!very!sweet!woman!who!is!trying!to!save!her!cafe.!Don’t!forget!the!

American!swindler!and!the!bimbo.!And!the!guy!who!can!make!Bourek,!a!Greek!pastry.!Fun!flimsy!and!

a!little!love!story!make!this!a!light!enjoyable!time!spent!in!the!cinema.!(7.5!–!Somewhat!Serious,!

Mostly!Fun)(
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